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ABSTRACT

Most known by his literary ability, the words of the neurologist Oliver Sacks (1933-2015) also had an impact on scientific community about the role of levodopa on parkinsonisms. Different from the most authors and based on his experience described on the book “Awakenings”, he had a pessimistic opinion about levodopa, which was related on many articles written by himself and colleagues in early 1970s. We reviewed the scientific contribution of Oliver Sacks associated to levodopa therapy on parkinsonisms, and how he advised caution with its complications before the majority of physicians.
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A NEW ERA BEGINS

Recently, we have lost Oliver Sacks (1933-2015), one of the most popular neurologists in the last decades, mainly due his fictional books which merge neurological practice and human experience, as “Migraine”, “Awakenings” and “The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat” (Figure). However, his role on the beginning of levodopa therapy in parkinsonian syndromes is poorly known, and few people remember that he and his colleagues had become pessimistic about the clinical utility of levodopa. Our aim is to review Sacks’ scientific texts associated with levodopa in the early 1970s, and his counterpoint between medical opinions about this treatment.

SACKS AND THE SUMMER OF 1969

Influenced by the recent works of Cotzias and Calne, Oliver Sacks and his colleagues started a placebo-controlled trial, in 1969, using levodopa in patients with postencephalitic parkinsonism at Beth Abraham Hospital (New York). Initially, Sacks’ patients also had a dramatic improvement…
in parkinsonism, but the following chaotic adverse effects affected negatively the young neurologist: the patients developed severe dyskinesias and profound behavioral modifications, as aggressive outbursts, social disinhibition, hallucinations and delusions\(^4\).

These symptoms were already previously described, but Cotzias and Calne only subtly cited these disabling effects, without further discussion about their impact on patients. Oliver Sacks and his colleagues had a different stance on levodopa therapy, more pessimist, published in a series of articles in 1970.

**DESCRIBING THE PROBLEM**

During 1970, Sacks published five articles, "letter to editor", in Lancet and JAMA Journals. In May, he described some adverse effects of levodopa, mainly the "respiratory crises": attacks of gasping and breath holding, asymmetrical movement of the two sides of the chest and reversal of inspiratory and expiratory phases. According the authors, these crises were specific of postencephalitic parkinsonism\(^5\). Probably, this was the first description of respiratory dyskinesias induced by levodopa.

In June, Sacks described three patients with PD and dementia, in which levodopa caused a marked cognitive worsening, and suggested that the medication should be administered carefully in patients with dementia\(^6\). In the same month, he related the case of a 63-years old woman with postencephalitic parkinsonism which experienced the onset of psychomotor excitement associated with forced reminiscence and nostalgia of middle and late 1920s, as well as hallucinations and hypersexuality, after levodopa administration.

These symptoms urged a reduction of dosage, with total disappearance of these mental disturbances\(^7\).

In July, he focused on levodopa efficacy on oculogyric crises in his patients: disagreeing with Calne (which described good efficacy of levodopa on this symptom), Sacks noticed the medication did not prevent recurrence of oculogyric crises and could induce it\(^8\).

In September, Sacks published an impactful letter in JAMA, systematizing all adverse effects of levodopa observed in his 60 parkinsonian patients. Problems arising from the restoration of mobility, several adverse reactions associated to the use and withdrawal of levodopa, and emotional issues involving patients and families were insufficiently stressed. The authors highlighted levodopa could generate unusual complexities, and these effects were inadequately discussed in literature; therefore, they suggested "reservations about the release of the drug at this time" for clinical use\(^9\).

Years later, Sacks said the scientific community read with joyful interest his writing about levodopa, until September 1970 letter. After this, he received a harsh criticism, accusing him being "against levodopa" and against the great hope motivated by the medication efficacy. Thus, he decided to publish the results of his clinical trial in an "orthodox" format ("full of statistics and figures and tables and graphs"), and all journals rejected his submissions, "as if there were something intolerable in what I had written"\(^4,10\).

In 1972, he published, in an "orthodox" format, a description of adverse effects of levodopa in his patients with PD and dementia, relating all these individuals developed "chorea, akinesia, delirious psychosis or stupor/coma". These reactions occurred in a lesser severity in patients with PD without dementia. Sacks and his colleagues reaffirmed the caution to prescribe levodopa, and contraindicated its use on demented patients\(^11\).
But why did Oliver Sacks have this particular worrying about complications of levodopa, when other investigators did not care about it? Probably, his singular sense of compassion to his patients seems to explain why he saw problems when all desired solutions. He criticized the scientific trend to just observe diseases and sick persons as a naturalist does, and not as the physician must do: to see sick people as human beings. As his whole life, Sacks looked to the persons, not only to diseases.
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